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Deterministic Automata for Unordered Trees
Adrien Boiret∗† Vincent Hugot ‡† Joachim Niehren‡† Ralf Treinen§
Automata for unordered unranked trees are relevant for defining schemas and queries for data trees in
JSON or XML format. While the existing notions are well-investigated concerning expressiveness, they
all lack a proper notion of determinism, which makes it difficult to distinguish subclasses of automata
for which problems such as inclusion, equivalence, and minimization can be solved efficiently. In
this paper, we propose and investigate different notions of “horizontal determinism”, starting from
automata for unranked trees in which the horizontal evaluation is performed by finite state automata.
We show that a restriction to confluent horizontal evaluation leads to polynomial-time emptiness and
universality, but still suffers from coNP-completeness of the emptiness of binary intersections. Finally,
efficient algorithms can be obtained by imposing an order of horizontal evaluation globally for all
automata in the class. Depending on the choice of the order, we obtain different classes of automata,
each of which has the same expressiveness as Counting MSO.
1 Introduction
Logics and automata for unordered trees were studied in the last twenty years mostly for querying XML
documents [12, 3, 18] and more recently for querying NOSQL databases [1]. They were already studied
earlier, for modeling feature structures in computational linguistics [15] and records in programming
languages [16, 9, 10].
In this paper, we shall consider unordered unranked data trees whose edges are labeled with strings over
a finite alphabet, so that there are infinitely many such data values. For instance, we can consider a
directory of a Linux file system as an unordered tree (when ignoring symbolic links and multiple hard
links to files) given in JSON (the JavaScript Object Notation [11]), as for instance in Figure 1. This is a
recent language-independent format for nested key-value stores, which already found much interest in
Web browsers and for NOSQL databases such IBM’s JAQL [2]. In this representation, we might want to
verify that a LATEX repository contains exactly one main file, i.e. at most one file matching *".tex" whose
content matches “\documentclass”*. This property can be checked by formulæ from the Counting MSO
fragment of Presburger MSO, but extended with regular expressions for matching data values:
#(∗”.tex” : {“\documentclass”∗ : {}}) = 1
Alternatively, any formula of Presburger MSO can be expressed by a Presburger tree automaton [12, 3], if
extended with regular expressions for matching data values.
The existing notions of tree automata for unordered trees are well-investigated concerning expressiveness
(either Counting or Presburger MSO: CMSO or PMSO) [12, 3], and have the advantage that membership
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{ "file.tex" : {"\documentclass...":{}},
"dir" : {
"x.png" : {"<bin>":{}}, "y.png" : {"<bin>":{}},
...} ... }
◦
◦
◦ ◦
<bin>
◦ ◦
<bin>x.png
y.png
◦ ◦
\doc...
file.tex
dir
Figure 1: Unordered trees in JSON format, describing a typical file system.
can be tested in PTIME. When it comes to static analysis problems such as satisfiability, inclusion, or
equivalence checking, they all lack a proper notion of determinism, which makes it difficult to distinguish
subclasses of automata for which these problems can be solved efficiently. An exception is the class of
feature automata [10] which have the same expressiveness as CMSO, but these have the disadvantage that
they grow exponentially in size for testing simple patterns such as {“a1” : { }, “a2” : { }, . . . ,“an” : { }}.
The problem is that feature automata must be able to read the n different edge labels in all possible orders.
In this paper, we introduce a general framework for defining classes of bottom-up automata for unranked
unordered trees, that abstracts from the way in which properties of horizontal languages are specified.
The problem is to find a good notion of “horizontal determinism”, since there exists no order on the
children of a node. Rather than using Presburger formulæ for describing labels of the outgoing edges of
a node we shall use for this purpose finite automata that rewrite the labels of outgoing edges of a given
node in an arbitrary order. Unfortunately, membership testing becomes NP-hard, since all orders must be
inspected in the worst case. A first notion of horizontal determinism can then be defined by a restriction
to confluent horiontal rewriting, so that the order of rewriting becomes irrelevant. For instance, one can
test the above arity in the order “a1”, . . . ,“an” or else in the inverse order (but not necessarily in all orders
in contrast to feature automata). Our first positive result is that the restriction to confluent rewriting leads
to polynomial-time membership, emptiness, and universality, as one might have hoped. However, the
emptiness of binary intersections as well as inclusion still suffers from coNP-completeness, which might
appear a little surprising, so confluence alone is not sufficient for efficiency.
A second notion of horizontal determinism can be obtained by imposing a fixed order on the horizontal
evaluation, globally for all automata in the class. Depending on the choice of the order, we obtain different
classes of automata but all of them have the same expressiveness, which is that of CMSO. We show that
this leads to polynomial time membership, emptiness, universality, emptiness of binary intersections,
equivalence, and inclusion problems.
Outline In Section 2, we recall the notions of automata for ranked ordered trees, unordered data trees,
and Presburger formulæ. In Section 3, we introduce a general framework for defining classes of bottom-up
automata for unordered trees. In Section 4, we instantiate our framework for introducing alternating
Presburger tree automata, In Section 5, we discuss alternating tree automata with horizontal rewriting, and
in Section 6 the restriction to confluent rewriting. Automata for fixed-order rewriting are introduced in
Section 7.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Automata on Ranked Ordered Trees
We recall here the classical model of tree automata on ranked trees (cf. [4] for an introduction). A ranked
signature is a set Σ of function symbols, each of which has a fixed arity ar( f ) ∈ N. A ranked tree is a
term t with the abstract syntax t ::= f (t1, . . . , tn) where n= ar( f ).
Definition 1. An alternating (bottom-up) tree automaton for ranked trees is a tuple B= (Σ,Q,Qfin,R)
where Σ is a finite ranked signature,Q a finite set of states,Qfin ⊆Q the set of final states, andR a finite set
of rules of the form ψ → q where ψ is a formula with the abstract syntax ψ ::= f (q1, . . . ,qn) |ψ∧ψ ′ | ¬ψ
for f ∈ Σ of arity n ∈ N and q,q1, . . . ,qn ∈ Q. A nondeterministic tree automaton for ranked ordered
trees is an alternating tree automaton, whose rules are of the form f (q1, . . . ,qn)→ q. A deterministic
(bottom-up) tree automaton is a nondeterministic tree automaton in which no two rules share the same
left-hand side.
The evaluator of a nondeterministic tree automaton is defined by J f (t1, . . . , tn)KB = {q | q1 ∈ Jt1KB, . . . ,
qn ∈ JtnKB, ( f (q1, . . . ,qn)→ q) ∈ R}. The language defined by B is {t | JtKB∩Qfin 6=∅}. For instance,
consider the set of Boolean formulas t ::= true | false | and(t, t). The set of all valid Boolean formulas
can the be defined by the deterministic tree automaton with state set Q= {0,1}, final states Qfin = {1}
and rules true→ 1, false→ 0, and and(1,1)→ 1.
In order to define an evaluator for more general alternating tree automata, we define the satisfaction
relation f (Q1, . . . ,Qn) |=ψ by f (Q1, . . . ,Qn) |= g(q1, . . . ,qm) iffm= n, g= f , and qi ∈Qi for all 1≤ i≤ n,
extended to negations and conjunctions as usual, i.e., f (Q1, . . . ,Qn) |= ψ ∧ψ ′ iff f (Q1, . . . ,Qn) |= ψ and
f (Q1, . . . ,Qn) |= ψ
′, and f (Q1, . . . ,Qn) |=¬ψ iff not f (Q1, . . . ,Qn) |= ψ . As before, the language defined
by B is {t | JtKB∩Qfin 6=∅}.
It is well known that alternating, nondeterministic, and deterministic tree automata can define the same
classes of languages of ranked trees, which are those definable in MSO.
2.2 Unordered Unranked Data Trees
An alphabet is a finite set A. A data value over A is a string in A∗. We write d1d2 for the concatenation
of strings d1,d2 ∈ A∗.
LetN be the set of natural numbers including 0. A multiset over a finite setD is a functionM :D→N. The
set of multisets over D is writtenM(D). As usual, we write {|d1, ....,dn |} for the multiset in which each
element of d ∈D has the same multiplicity as the number of occurrences of d within the brackets. Given a
second set X , we use record notation for multisets over pairs in D×X , i.e., we write {|d1 : x1, . . . ,dn : xn |}
instead of {|(d1,x1), . . . ,(dn,xn) |} for any di ∈ D and xi ∈ X – and sometimes use the same notations for
isolated pairs d : X .
We define the set T of unordered, edge–labelled data trees (or simply trees in this paper) over data
alphabet A inductively as the least set that contains all multisets {|d1 : t1, . . . ,dn : tn |} such that n > 0,
d1, . . . ,dn ∈A∗ and t1, . . . , tn ∈ T. Given a tree t = {|d1 : t1, . . . ,dn : tn |}, the multiset {|d1, . . . ,dn |} is called
the arity of t.
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Figure 2: Drawings of {|d1 : {|d3 : {| |} |},d1 : {|d1 : {| |},d2 : {| |} |} |} with different edge orders.
We employ the usual graphic representation where {|d1 : {|d3 : {| |} |},d1 : {|d1 : {| |},d2 : {| |} |} |} is drawn
as one of the many graphs in Figure 2 that differ only in the order in which the outgoing edges of nodes
are drawn. Note that each node in a tree has a finite, but unbounded, number of sons.
We will use regular expressions as pattern for matching data values. A regular expression pi has the
following abstract syntax where d ∈ A∗:
pi ::= “d” | pipi | pi +pi | pi∗ .
The set of regular expressions pi is denoted by Ereg. The semantics of a pattern pi ∈ Ereg is a set of data
values JpiK⊆A∗ defined in the classical manner [6]. As syntactic sugar, we let ∗ ≡ (a1+ · · ·+am)∗, where
A= {a1, . . . ,am}.
2.3 Descriptor Classes and Presburger Formulæ
Definition 2 (Descriptor Class). A descriptor class for a set M of models is a tuple 〈H, |=, |·|,c〉 where
H is a set of descriptors, |= a subset of M ×H, |δ | ∈ N the size of a descriptor δ ∈H, and c ∈ N the cost
of the class.
As a first example, any subset E⊆ Ereg of regular expressions over our data alphabet A can be seen as a
descriptor class selecting words in A∗: satisfaction is defined as d |= pi iff d ∈ JpiK, the size |pi| of a pattern
pi is the number of its symbols, and the cost of the class is c= 0.
We recall the definition of propositional Presburger formulæ, which serve to specify properties of multisets.
The logic is parametrized by a set X over which the multisets are constructed and a descriptor class
〈F, |=, |·|,c〉 providing descriptors for elements of X that we shall call filters.
Presburger formulæ ψ are built from filters as follows. One first constructs counting expressions ν , which
are either constants n ∈ N, sums ν +ν ′, or counters for filters #φ where φ ∈ F. A counter #φ sums up the
multiplicities of all elements of the multiset satisfying φ :
ν ::= n | #φ | ν +ν
ψ ::= ν ≤ ν ′ | ν ≡m ν ′ | ψ ∧ψ ′ | ¬ψ
An atomic Presburger formula ν ≤ ν ′ or ν ≡m ν ′ compares the values of two counting expressions.
General Presburger formulæ are constructed from atomic Presburger formulæ and the usual Boolean
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operators from propositional logic. Given a multiset M over X , the semantics JνKM ∈ N is defined as
usual:
JnKM = n, Jν +ν ′KM = JνKM+ Jν ′KM, J#φKM = ∑x|=φ M(x)
We say that M satisfies the atomic formula ν ≤ ν ′ if JνKM ≤ Jν ′KM and similarlyM satisfies ν ≡m ν ′
if JνKM = Jν ′KM mod m. This extends to Boolean combinations in the usual way. In this case we write
M |= φ .
Presburger formulæ with filters in F define a descriptor class for multisets over X . The size of a Presburger
formula is the sum of the number of its symbols, excepting filters, plus the sizes |φ | of all occurrences of
filters φ in the formula. The cost of the class of Presburger formulæ is the cost of its class of filters.
3 Automata for Unordered Trees
We start with abstract classes of bottom-up automata for unordered unranked trees, which generalize on
alternating tree automata as well as on nondeterministic tree automata. This will enable us to introduce
alternating Presburger automata (in Section 4) and alternating tree automata with horizontal rewriting (in
Section 5) as concrete instances.
3.1 Automata for Unordered Trees
We fix Π, a countable set of properties. We develop a parametrized framework of automata, in which one
can freely choose a descriptor class for matching arities that are decorated with sets of properties, which
will also be sets of our automata’s states.
Definition 3. A horizontal descriptor class H is a descriptor class for multisets over A∗×℘(Π).
The support Supp(h) of a horizontal descriptor h ∈ H is the set of all properties that h actually deals
with; it is defined as the least subset Q of Π such that for any i= 1..n, di ∈ A∗ and Qi,Q′i ⊆Π such that
Q′i∩Q= Qi∩Q, {|d1 : Q1, . . . ,dn : Qn |} |= h ⇐⇒ {|d1 : Q
′
1, . . . ,dn : Q
′
n |} |= h.
Definition 4 (auts). An alternating bottom-up automaton for unordered unranked data trees (AUT) is a
tuple A= 〈A,Q,Qfin,H,R〉 where Q⊆Π is the finite set of (vertical) states, Qfin ⊆Q the subset of final
states, H is a horizontal descriptor class, and R⊆H×Q, such that for all (h,q) ∈ R, Supp(h)⊆Q, is the
finite set of (vertical) transition rules.
We shall write h→ q if (h,q) ∈ R. Any automaton A evaluates any tree with data alphabet A to a set
of states. This set is defined by induction on the structure of trees such that for all n ≥ 0, data values
d1, . . . ,dn ∈ A∗ and trees t1, . . . , tn ∈ T:
J{|d1 : t1, . . . ,dn : tn |}KA = {q | {|d1 : Jt1KA, . . . ,dn : JtnKA |} |= h, h→ q} .
Alternation requires to consider all states assigned to subtrees when applying a transition rule, and not only
one of them nondeterministically. The language accepted by A is defined asL (A)= { t ∈ T | JtKA∩Qfin 6=∅}.
The size |A| is the sum of the number of states #Q, the size ∑h→q 1+ |h|, and the cost of the descriptor
class H.
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Definition 5. The class AUT(H) is the set of all AUT whose horizontal descriptor class is H.
As a first example, we consider the horizontal descriptor class Har, which tests arity constraints. An arity
constraint has the form {|”d1” : q1, . . . ,”dn” : qn |} , where n≥ 0, q1, . . . ,qn ∈Π and d1, . . . ,dn ∈ A∗. It is
satisfied by all multisets of the formM+{|”d1” : Q1, . . . ,”dn” : Qn |} such that qi ∈ Qi and (di,Q) 6∈M for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and any Q. The size of an arity constraint is the number of its symbols. The cost of any
descriptor class Har is 0.
As a second example, we consider the richer class of horizontal descriptors Har,∧,¬ which, besides arity
constraints, supports Boolean operators, i.e. the formulæ ψ of Har,∧,¬ are given by the following abstract
syntax, where all qi ∈ Q and di ∈ A∗:
ψ ::= {|”d1” : q1, . . . ,”dn” : qn |} | ψ ∧ψ
′ | ¬ψ .
The automata from the classes AUT(Har) and AUT(Har,∧,¬) show how easy it is to translate the notions of
ranked automata into the unordered framework. More precisely:
Proposition 6 (Encoding Automata for Ranked Ordered Trees). There exists an encoding J·K of ranked
ordered trees into unordered trees, and of alternating ranked ordered tree automata into AUT(Har,∧,¬),
such that for any automaton B on ranked ordered trees we have JL (B)K = L (JBK). Furthermore, if B is
non-deterministic, then JBK ∈ AUT(Har).
3.2 Complexity
Proposition 7 (Membership). LetC be a class of automata such that for all 〈A,Q,Qfin,H,R〉 ∈C and
h∈H, whether {|d1 :Q1, . . . ,dn :Qn |} |= h can be decided in time O(∑
n
m=1|dm| |h|), for any d1, . . . ,dn ∈A
∗,
and finite sets Q1, . . . ,Qn ⊆ Π. In this case, membership t ∈L (A) for trees t ∈ T and automata A ∈C
can be decided in time O(|t| |A|).
A descriptor class H is closed by the boolean operation ⊛ if for every h,h′ ∈H, there is h⊛h′ ∈H such
that M |= h⊛h′ iff (M |= h)⊛ (M |= h′).
Proposition 8 (Emptiness). Let H be such that () for any h ∈H, whether ∃M :M |= h is decidable in
time O(g(|h|)), and () H is closed by all boolean operations in linear time, and () for any Q⊆Π and
S ⊆℘(Q), there exists allS ∈H of size O(2#Q) that is satisfied exactly by all multisets over A∗×S. In
this case, whether L (A) =∅ can be decided in time O(22·#Q ·g(2#Q+ |A|)) for all automata A ∈ AUT(H)
of states Q.
Proof. We perform a vertical reachability algorithm on sets of simultaneously reachable states. Each step
involves testing all state subsets, and each test is exponential. There are at most an exponential number of
steps, as each reachable subset remains reachable throughout.
Note that under the conditions of that proposition, the boolean closure properties for the automata, and the
decidability of universality, disjointness, equivalence, and inclusion follow naturally, some technicalities
notwithstanding. In a nutshell, one must be careful any time two descriptors acting on different sets of
states must interact or relate to one another. We also need more sophisticated notions of boolean closure,
for families of descriptor classes. Those details are more tedious than difficult, and are left out of this
paper.
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3.3 Vertical Determinism
We next introduce the notion of vertical determinism, which is the “standard” view of determinism in
bottom-up automata: that is to say, trees are evaluated in at most one state. Like in the ranked case,
vertical determinism is necessary in order to obtain good complexities for static analysis problems. It
is not sufficient, however: all the classes which we consider in the next sections define filters (see Sec.
2.3[p192]) that can manipulate regular patterns and properties, by conjunction, disjunction or negation. If
all regular patterns were allowed, testing satisfiability of such filters would be PSPACE-hard (by emptiness
of intersection of regular languages). And if the automata were alternating, NP-hardness would be hard to
avoid, as sets of properties are tested, which can encode variable assignments, for instance (SAT problem).
To get reasonable complexity and reasonable expressive power, one must therefore combine vertical
determinism and restrictions on the patterns one can test.
Fortunately, provided that H satisfies the boolean closure properties, any AUT(H) can be transformed into
an equivalent, vertically deterministic AUT(H).
Definition 9 (Vertical Determinism). An AUT A is vertically deterministic if maxt∈T(#JtKA) = 1.
Proposition 10 (Vertical Determinisation). For any A ∈ AUT(H), an equivalent vertically deterministic
B∈ AUT(H) can be constructed in time O(22|A|), provided thatH is closed in linear time under conjunction
and negation.
4 Alternating Presburger Tree Automata
We introduce alternating Presburger automata for unordered unranked data trees (AUT#s), by instantiating
the horizontal descriptors of AUT’s by propositional Presburger formulæ, and present expressiveness and
complexity results.
We now define the descriptor class H# of propositional Presbuger formulæ. We first fix a descriptor class
E, subclass of Ereg, for words in A∗. We then define the filters φ with the following syntax, where pi is a
descriptor of E and q ∈Π:
φ ::= pi | q | φ ∧φ | ¬φ .
The semantics is defined as follows, for (d,Q) ∈ A∗×℘(Π): (d,Q) |= q iff q ∈ Q, (d,Q) |= pi iff d |= pi .
The inductive cases are as usual. The size of a filter |φ | is the number of its symbols plus |pi| for all
occurences of pi . The cost of the filter class is the cost of the pattern class, i.e. 0.
Definition 11 (aut#: Alternating Presburger Tree Automata). The class AUT# of alternating bottom-up
Presburger automaton for unordered unranked trees is defined as AUT(H#).
Alternating Presburger automata take into account the fact that a tree may be recognized in several states.
For instance, {|d1 : {q1,q2},d2 : {q2,q3}|} |= #q1+#q2 = 3. This allows in general to obtain more concise
automata than in case of the Presburger tree automata of [12, 3] which are non-deterministic, which is to
say that acceptance is based on the notion of a run that assigns a single state to each tree, even when this
is done in a non-deterministic way.
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As a consequence, AUT# do not directly capture all Presburger tree automata from [3], but only those
that are alternation-free. From the viewpoint of expressiveness, this is good enough, since vertically
deterministic AUT#s capture PMSO already, as we shall see in Theorem 13.
Example 12. Let us illustrate the above by showing an AUT# checking some basic cleanness criteria
for a LATEX document directory. We require that the files produced by compilation, i.e. all files whose
name matches *.dvi, *.pdf, *.aux, are absent from the directory. Furthermore, all *.tex must be simple
files, and exactly one among them must be a valid TEX main document. There is no restriction on the
subdirectories. We note pimain = “\documentclass”∗, picmp = ∗“.dvi”+∗“.pdf”+∗“.aux”. We have the
following rules:
#(∗) = 0 → qleaf
#(pimain∧qleaf) = 1∧#(∗) = 1 → qmain
#(qleaf) = 1∧#(∗) = 1 → qfile
#(∗“.tex”∧qmain) = 1∧#(∗“.tex”∧¬qfile) = 0∧#(picmp) = 0 → qok
State qleaf is assigned to leaf nodes, and state qfile to all nodes representing files, i.e. nodes with exactly
one outgoing edge, whose data value is the file’s content and whose target is a leaf node. State qmain is
assigned to all nodes with one outgoing edge labeled by the content of a main LATEX file, i.e., a string
matching “\documentclass”. State qok accepts only clean LATEX repositories.
Note that the properties tested by qmain and qfile are not mutually exclusive. To make this automaton
alternation-free, we would have to force qfile to specifically test that its only data value doesn’t match
“\documentclass”. Here, alternation facilitates specification.
We now present a logical characterization of the expressiveness of AUT#’s, showing that they capture
PMSO. We assume a possibly infinite set Q of set variables ranged over by q. Let ψ range over
propositional Presburger formulæ with predicates in Q, which describe multisets over A∗× 2Q. The
formulæ α and β of PMSO are then defined by:
node sets α ::= ψ | q | {root}
truth values β ::= α ⊆ α ′ | β ∧β ′ | ¬β | ∀q.β
A formula with free variables inQ⊆Q can then be interpreted over an unordered tree t and a assignement
σ of Q to set of nodes of t. This defines a satisfaction relation t,σ |= β .
Theorem 13 (aut# Expressiveness). A language of unordered data trees is definable by an AUT# if and
only if it is definable by a closed PMSO formula with the appropriate alphabet.
Proof sketch. Let A be an AUT#. We translate rules ψ → q by ψ ⊆ q. We then impose that all sets q are
minimal while satisfying all the PMSO formulæ for the rules. Finally, we impose that ∨q∈Qfin{root} ⊆ q,
and quantify existentially over all predicates. Conversely, we can show that the non-alternating Presburger
tree automata from Boneva and Talbot [3] can be expressed by AUT#’s. Their definition is close to
that of AUT#’s except that the semantics is defined in a non-deterministic manner, and not alternating.
Nevertheless, our formalism subsumes in a natural manner the subclass of their Presburger tree automata
that are horizontally deterministic Since they capture PMSO [3], AUT#’s do too (except that string patterns
are not supported by their version of PMSO and Presburger automata, but they can be eliminated in a
preprocessing step). Alternatively, a direct proof of this result can be obtained as usual when relating
MSO to standard tree automata over ranked trees [17, 4].
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Proposition 14 (aut# Complexity). Given vertically deterministic AUT# A,B and a tree t ∈ T, deciding
whether t ∈L (A) is PTIME, L (A) =∅ is PSPACE-hard, L (A) = T is PSPACE-hard, L (A)∩L (B) =
∅ is PSPACE-hard.
Proof. These complexity results follow from known results on Presburger logic [14, 13].
5 AUTs with Horizontal Rewriting
We next introduce alternating automata with horizontal rewriting (AUT։s) by instantiating AUTs with
“horizontal” automata whose transitions are guarded by filters. AUT։s have the same expressiveness as
AUT#s but differ in computational properties and succinctness. As we shall see in the next section, AUT։
make it indeed easier to formulate restrictions leading to more efficient static analysis.
Let F be the set of filters φ for words in A∗×℘(Π) from the previous section, i.e., φ ::= pi | q | φ ∧φ | ¬φ
where q ∈Π and pi ∈ E, where E⊆ Ereg.
Definition 15. A horizontal automaton is a triple 〈A,P,δ 〉 where P is a finite set of horizontal states
and δ ⊆ P×F×P is the horizontal transition relation.
We will write pφ → p′ instead of (p,φ , p′) ∈ δ . Any horizontal automaton H = 〈A,P,δ 〉 defines a
descriptor class HH =
〈
P2, |=, |·|,c
〉
for multisets over A∗×℘(Π). Its descriptors are pairs of horizontal
states (p, p′) ∈ P2, where p serves as an initial and p′ as a final horizontal state of the descriptor. The
horizontal rewriting relation of H is the binary relation։ on P×M(A∗×℘(Q)) given by:
(p,M+{|d : Q |})։ (p′,M) if ∃φ : pφ → p′ and (d,Q) |= φ .
A multisetM over A∗×℘(Π) satisfies a descriptor (p, p′) if p′ can be reached from p while consuming
M: M |= (p, p′) ⇐⇒ (p,M)։∗ (p′,{| |}) . The size of a descriptor p, p′ is |(p, p′)|= 2 while the cost of
the class is the overall size of the horizontal automaton c= ∑(p,φ ,p′)∈δ |φ |.
Definition 16 (aut։). The class AUT։ of alternating bottom-up automaton for unordered unranked
trees with horizontal sub-automata is defined as the union of all classes AUT(HH) such that H is a
horizontal automaton with alphabet A.
For vertically deterministic automata, filters can be applied only to pairs (d,Q) such that #Q≤ 1. Therefore
we will be interested in restricted problems for filters, in which the state setQ of all models are either empty
or singletons. We will call the restricted problems of filter singleton-membership, singleton-satisfiability,
singleton-validity, etc. It should be noticed that the singleton-restricted problems are usually much easier
than the general case. For instance, if E=∅ then singleton-satisfiablity and singleton validity of filters is
in PTIME. This also remains true, if only suffixes can be tested by patterns, i.e., if E= {∗“d” | d ∈ A∗}.
Proposition 17 (aut։ Complexities). Given two vertically deterministic AUT։ A,B, a tree t ∈ T, then
if singleton-satisfiability of φ is decidable in time O( f (|φ |)), whether L (A) =∅ can be tested in time
O(|A|2 · f (|A|)), whether t ∈L (A) is NP-complete, whether L (A) = T is PSPACE-hard, and provided
that singleton-satisfiability of a filter φ is testable in polynomial time, deciding whether L (A)∩L (B)=∅
is CONP-complete.
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Proof sketch. The hardness results follow from known lower bounds, see for instance [8, 7]. Emptiness
follows from a vertical accessibility algorithm where each phase performs a horizontal accessibility
algorithm. A proof for membership is just a vertical run, with assorted horizontal runs, checkable in
PTIME, hence the upper bound. For L (A)∩L (B) =∅, the polynomial check of [8, 7] can be used in
our case by replacing the infinite alphabet A by the pair of rules a labeled datavalue would use in the
horizontal automata of A and B. To make sure we do not combine two mutually disjunctive rules, we need
to make sure in polynomial time that their conjunction is singleton-satisfiable.
6 AUTs with Confluent Horizontal Rewriting
In this section we move towards more tractable classes: we define a subclass of vertically deterministic
AUT։s for which the horizontal automata must be confluent. Intuitively, that means that, during the
horizontal evaluation, one can choose any available transition in a “don’t care” manner, since all possible
choices will yield the same result at the end.
The resulting expressive power lies strictly between CMSO and PMSO. For instance, one can test #q= #q′,
which is not in CMSO, but cannot test #q6 #q′, even though this can be tested in PMSO. Despite its high
expressive power, this model has some good static analysis properties.
A horizontal automaton H = 〈A,P,δ 〉 is called confluent if the failure-extended horizontal rewriting
relation֌ is confluent, where֌ is defined as the smallest relation such that
։ ⊆֌ and (p,M)֌⊥ if M 6= {| |} and ∄p′,M′ : (p,M)։ (p′,M′) .
Its p0-confluent descriptor class H
♦
H,p0
, for p0 ∈ P, is the subclass of HH where the descriptors are limited
to {p0}×P. Indeed, having several initial states would be “cheating” the confluence.
Definition 18 (aut♦). An AUT♦ is a vertically deterministic member of any class AUT(H♦H,p0), where
H = 〈A,P,δ 〉 is a confluent horizontal automaton, and p0 ∈ P.
Proposition 19 (aut♦ Closure Properties). AUT♦s are neither closed under union nor complement.
Proof. #“a” = #“b” and #“a” = #“c” are recognizable by a confluent automaton, #“a” = #“b”∨
#“a” = #“c” is not: the class is not closed under union. #“a” = #“b” is recognizable by a confluent
automaton, #“a” 6= #“b” is not: the class is not closed under complement.
Proposition 20 (aut♦ Membership). If singleton-membership of filters is in PTIME, then one can
decide for any AUT♦ A and tree t whether t ∈L (A) in polynomial time.
Proof. Since the horizontal automaton is confluent, the greedy strategy of reading a data value whenever
we can always gives the proper result. We make such a test for each node of the input tree in a bottom-up
manner.
Proposition 21 (aut♦ Emptiness). If singleton-satisfiability of filters is in PTIME, then it is decidable
in polynomial time for an AUT♦ A, whether L (A) =∅.
Proof. This is a particular case of Prop 17.
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Proposition 22 (aut♦ Universality). If the singleton-validity of filters is in PTIME, then it is decidable
in polynomial time for any AUT♦ A whether L (A) = T.
Proof. We check that all vertical (resp. horizontal) accessible states are accepting and can read any
possible arity (resp. labeled data value).
Proposition 23 (aut♦ Disjointness). If the singleton-satisfiability of the conjunction of two filters is in
PTIME, then deciding for two AUT♦ A1, A2, whether L(A1)∩L(A2) =∅ is CONP-complete.
Proof. The CONP-hardness is inherited from the same problem on horizontal automata: given two
confluent horizontal automata H1 and H2 on the same set of states Q, and two descriptors (p1, p′1) of H1
and (p2, p′2) of H2, decide whether there exist a multiset M on singletons such that M |= (p1, p
′
1) and
M |= (p2, p
′
2). This result is a reduction of 3-coloring a graph: we encode successful colorings as a Parikh
language in the intersection of L(p1, p′1)∩L(p2, p
′
2). The problem is already in CONP for AUT
։ by
Proposition 17, so it is also in CONP for the more restricted class AUT♦.
Proposition 24 (aut♦ Inclusion). If the singleton-satisfiability of filters is in NP, then deciding for
AUT♦ A1 and A2 whether L(A1)⊆ L(A2) is CONP-complete.
Proof. Again, CONP-hardness is inherited from the analogous problem on horizontal automata: given
two AUT♦s H1 and H2 on the same set of states Q, and two descriptors (p1, p′1) of H1 and (p2, p
′
2) of H2,
decide whether there exist a multisetM on singletons such thatM |= (p1, p′1) butM 6|= (p2, p
′
2). This result
is a reduction of 3-coloring a graph: we encode successful colorings as a Parikh language recognized by
L(p1, p
′
1)\L(p2, p
′
2), with H1 and H2 confluent horizontal automata.
The CONP check on horizontal automata is proper to the confluent restriction, as the problem is PSPACE-
hard in the general case. Since membership is polynomial we just have to ensure that there exists a
counter-example of polynomial size in case inclusion does not hold. Let H1 be a confluent automaton,
p0 an "initial" state, p1, . . . , pn "final" states. A minimal acceptor M of pi is a multiset such that there
is a state p j ( j 6= 0) such that M |= (pi, p j), but for every M′ ⊆ M there is no final state p such that
M′ |= (pi, p). Since we consider confluent automata, these minimal acceptors describe a greedy strategy
for accepting a multiset: we can partitionM into minimal acceptorsM0 from p0 to a pi1 , thenM1 from pi1
to a pi2 . . . until M is entirely read. Since H1 is confluent, this method works if and only if M goes from
p0 to a final state p. From this, we now consider a second confluent automaton H2, with its initial state
p′0 and its "final" states p
′
1, . . . , p
′
m. We try to read M in H2 the same way: M0 first, then M1. . . If at any
stepMk we do not end up in a final state in H2, thenM0+ · · ·+Mk is a counter-example for the inclusion.
If M0+ · · ·+Mk ends up in a final state of H2 then we get a pair of final states (pik , p
′
jk
). By a pumping
argument, we can get rid of loops and need a less-than-quadratic number of minimal acceptors to reach a
counter-example. Each minimal acceptor cannot be bigger than the number of states in H1. Since there is
a counter-example of polynomial size, and the membership problem is polynomial, we have a polynomial
check.
We use this in the vertical automaton: We consider two AUT♦ A1, A2. To put their labeling on the
same automaton, we make sure that H1 and H2 now test arities labeled on pairs of Q1×Q2. We can
nondeterministically guess a set of accessible pairs by using Prop 23. From there, we nondeterministically
guess a counter-example of arity labeled on these accessible pairs that leads to a final state in A1 but not in
A2.
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7 AUTs with Ordered Horizontal Rewriting
We now introduce a subclass whose expressive power id even more restricted than that of AUT♦. In this
class, the filters are required to be disjoint – or made to be so beforehand at quadratic cost – and are
linearly ordered, the order itself being a parameter of the class. Each rule has its own horizontal automaton,
restricted to reading the arity following this order. Compared to the confluent case, #a= #b for instance is
no longer expressible, but #a≡ #b mod k still is.
The filters in a given horizontal automaton being disjoint, we let Σ = {φ1, . . . ,φn } be the chosen finite
alphabet of filters, and view an arity {|d1 :Q1, . . . ,dn :Qm |} as {|ϕ1, . . . ,ϕm |}, where ϕi is the unique φ ∈ Σ
such that (di,Qi) |= φ ; this is undefined if there is no such φ . Thus we see arities as Parikh images of
words on the finite alphabet Σ, and horizontal automata as – deterministic – finite state automata on Σ.
Deterministic finite automata (DFA) are defined as usual as tuples κ = 〈Σ,P, pini,Pfin,δ 〉, where δ :P×Σ→
P. We write a transition simply pφ → p′. The word language of a DFA κ is written L (κ), and its Parikh
language is the Parikh image of its word language, i.e. P(κ) = {{|ϕ1, . . . ,ϕm |} | ϕ1 . . .ϕm ∈L (κ)}.
Given a linear order ≺ on Σ (or on F ⊇ Σ) such that φ1 ≺ ·· · ≺ φn, the ≺-ordered language of κ is
L≺(κ) = L (κ)∩φ
∗
1 . . .φ
∗
n , and we also let P≺(κ) be the Parikh image of L≺(κ).
We define the corresponding horizontal descriptor class 〈KΣ,≺, |=, |·|,0〉, with KΣ,≺ being the set of DFA
on a set Σ⊆ F of mutually disjoint filters, |κ| being the usual size for DFA, and the following satisfaction
relation:
{|d1 : Q1, . . . ,dm : Qm |} |= κ iff ∀i= 1..m, ∃ϕi ∈ Σ : di : Qi |= ϕi ∧ {|ϕ1, . . . ,ϕm |} ∈P≺(κ) .
Definition 25 (autΣ,≺). An AUTΣ,≺ is a is vertically deterministic member of AUT(KΣ,≺).
Proposition 26 (Reordering). For any AUTΣ,≺ A, and any total filter order ≺′, one can construct an
AUTΣ,≺
′
A′ equivalent to A in time O(2|A|·#Σ).
In practice, a direct algorithm considering the “decision trees” underlying the horizontal automata, testing
each φ separately in the order ≺, and reordering the decisions according to ≺′, generally avoids explosive
size increase. Its asymptotic bound is currently worse, though: O(22|A|·#Σ).
Proposition 27 (CMso-Equivalence). For any total order ≺, AUTΣ,≺ has exactly the same expressive
power as CMSO.
Proof sketch. It is obvious that KΣ,≺ can encode counting constraints, as they can encode #a 6 k and
#a= k mod n, and are closed under Boolean operations. Conversely, KΣ,≺ can be seen as a succession of
components dealing with φ ∗i -factors – as for reordering, – each of which can be put into Chrobak normal
form [5], and can hence be expressed as a disjunction of modulos.
Proposition 28 (autΣ,≺ is Easy). Given an order ≺ on filters, the membership, emptiness, universality,
disjointness, equivalence, and inclusion decision problems for vertically deterministic AUTΣ,≺ are all
polynomial, provided that the corresponding singleton problems for filters are.
Proof. This follows from the same results for DFA.
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AUT# AUT։ AUT♦ AUTΣ,≺
Characterisation: PMSO PMSO CMSO < ·< PMSO CMSO
t ∈L (A) ? in PTIME NP-complete in PTIME in PTIME
L (A) =∅ ? PSPACE-hard in PTIME in PTIME in PTIME
L (A)∩L (B) =∅ ? PSPACE-hard CONP-complete CONP-complete in PTIME
L (A) = T ? PSPACE-hard PSPACE-hard in PTIME in PTIME
L (A) = L (B) ? PSPACE-hard PSPACE-hard in CONP in PTIME
L (A)⊆L (B) ? PSPACE-hard PSPACE-hard CONP-complete in PTIME
Table 1: Overview of the complexity results for vertically deterministic AUTs with various assumptions on
patterns or filters.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
We have introduced a very general setting for bottom-up automata on unranked unordered trees on infinite
alphabets, which captures the usual notions of alternation and determinism with respect to the vertical –
bottom-up – structure of automata, and is parametrized by the modality of horizontal evaluation. We have
shown that this model, with Presbuger formulæ or Parikh-like automata, captures PMSO, with complexity
trade-offs between membership and emptiness. Searching for classes suitable both for querying and static
analysis, we then examined two notions of horizontal determinism: confluence and fixed-orderedness, the
latter yielding the same expressive power as CMSO, and the former a strict intermediate between CMSO
and PMSO. Our complexity results are summarized in Table 1[p201].
To extend this work, we intend to explore more powerful variants where filters support data joins, and
to generalize the approach to tree transducers, with applications to static verification of scripts, some
subclasses of which can be seen as transducers on filesystem trees.
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